**LEGEND: Color Coding of the Chart**

**Throughline**
The largest items on the chart illustrate where genre is best represented. They represent the broadest contents in which a story’s conflicts are explored.

**Concern**
Within each throughline are four Concerns. This level is where plot is best represented. Concerns indicate the topic of concern in each act.

**Rationalization**
The smallest items on the chart is where character is best represented. They represent the narrowest contents used for constructing characters and the problems that drive them.

**Understanding the Table Structure**
The Dramatica table of story elements is comprised of many Quads (groupings of four squares or items). Those quads range in size from the largest—the throughline-sized quad—to the smallest—the element-sized quad. Each quad is nested within a larger quad, the only exception being the throughline quad which is the largest. Items positioned diagonally across from one another in a quad are referred to as Dynamic Pairs. There are two dynamic pairs per quad. When considering the relationship of the items in a quad, dynamic pairs are the most likely to generate conflict.

**Example of one Quad with two Dynamic Pairs**

**What is this chart?**
This chart illustrates the core Dramatica structure found in all complete stories. Its four major areas—Situation, Activity, Manipulation, and Fixed Attitude—represent areas of conflict essential to every fully explored story. Nested within each of these four areas on this chart are various story components which are used to create dramatic, story points such as the “Story Goal” and “Problem.” The components have been arranged according to their relevance to genre, plot, theme, and character.

**Why should you use this chart?**
As a writer, you’ll want to explore your story as completely as possible. This chart serves as a reference guide to help you understand the fundamental relationships that exist between the story components essential to developing a fully explored story.
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